
Schluter® Profiles
Unleash your creativity



TREP-FL stair nosing profile in stainless steel applied to the tile edges on the stairs. RONDEC bullnose profile and 
corner piece accessories in stainless steel applied to the tile edges on the wall.  



For more information on Schluter® profiles including available accessories, finishes, and colors visit www.schluter.com

Achieve a tile installation that is as beautiful as it is functional through the use of 
Schluter®-Systems’ finishing and edge-protection profiles.   

Details
MAKE  
THE difference

RENO-RAMP satin anodized aluminum floor profile creates a smooth 
transition between the two floor coverings of different heights. DILEX-EKE 
PVC corner movement joint profile in classic grey used to create a seamless 
floor/wall transition. 



QUADEC square-shaped profile and corner piece accessories in stainless steel applied to the tile edges on the wall, 
and used to produce a decorative accent above the sink. DILEX-EHK cove-shaped profile and corners in stainless 
steel used to create a smooth transition between the shower floor and walls.



For more information on Schluter® profiles including available accessories, finishes, and colors visit www.schluter.com

QUADEC QUADEC DILEX-EHK



QUADEC square-shaped profile and corner piece accessories in satin nickel applied to the tile edges on the 
shower bench. DILEX-AHK cove-shaped profile used to create a smooth transition between the bench and wall.  
DILEX-EKE PVC corner movement profile inserted along the shower floor. KERDI-BOARD-ZA u-shaped profile in 
brushed stainless steel used to finish the edge of the partition wall.



For more information on Schluter® profiles including available accessories, finishes, and colors visit www.schluter.com

QUADEC QUADEC KERDI-BOARD-ZA



QUADEC square-shaped profile and corner piece accessories in stainless steel applied to the tile edges on the sink and 
wall. DILEX-EKE PVC corner movement joint profile in classic grey inserted in the floor to create a seamless transition. 



For more information on Schluter® profiles including available accessories, finishes, and colors visit www.schluter.com

QUADEC QUADEC QUADEC



RONDEC bullnose profile and corner piece accessories in bright black used to finish 
the bathtub surround.

RONDEC bullnose profile and corner piece accessories in brushed black applied 
to the tile edges on the walls and partitions. 



For more information on Schluter® profiles including available accessories, finishes, and colors visit www.schluter.com

RENO-U floor profile in satin anodized aluminum creates a smooth transition 
between the tile and linoleum.

DILEX-EDP stainless steel movement joint profile used to separate individual fields in the tile covering, and 
accommodate horizontal movement.



DESIGNLINE decorative profile in brushed stainless steel used to separate individual fields in the tile covering. 
QUADEC square-shaped profile and corner piece accessories in stainless steel applied to the tile base. DILEX-AHK 
cove-shaped profile in stainless steel used to create a smooth transition between the floor and tile base. 

DESIGNLINE DILEX-AHK

QUADEC



For more information on Schluter® profiles including available accessories, finishes, and colors visit www.schluter.com

RONDEC bullnose profile and corner piece accessories in brushed black applied to the tile edges on the walls.  
DILEX-EKE PVC corner movement joint profile in classic grey inserted in the wall corner, and floor to create seamless 
transitions. 

RONDEC DILEX-EKE RONDEC

RONDEC



RONDEC-STEP and corner piece accessories in satin anodized aluminum applied to the edges of the countertop. 
QUADEC square-shaped profile and corner piece accessories in satin anodized aluminum applied to the tile edges 
on the wall. DILEX-AHK cove-shaped profile in satin anodized aluminum used to create a smooth transition between 
the countertop and backsplash. 



For more information on Schluter® profiles including available accessories, finishes, and colors visit www.schluter.com

RONDEC-STEP QUADEC DILEX-AHK



DESIGNBASE-SL molding profile, sealing lip, and matching accessories in matte white color-coated aluminum used 
to create the baseboard on the wall. 



For more information on Schluter® profiles including available accessories, finishes, and colors visit www.schluter.com



TREP-E stair-nosing profile in stainless steel applied to the stairs. DILEX-EHK cove-shaped profile in stainless steel 
used to create a smooth transition between the floor and first step. DESIGNLINE decorative border profile in stainless 
steel used as a decorative accent in the floor.



For more information on Schluter® profiles including available accessories, finishes, and colors visit www.schluter.com

DILEX-KSN incorporated in the tile field of this indoor parking garage.

DITRA uncoupling membrane installed over the concrete slab allowed the  
DILEX-KSN movement joint profile to be placed along one of the curves to create 
a natural-looking break between the two different tile colors.



Many Schluter® profiles are available with a special radius perforation to suit curved designs.  
Look for the radius icon in your Illustrated Price List.



For more information on Schluter® profiles including available accessories, finishes, and colors visit www.schluter.com



RONDEC bullnose profile and corner piece accessories in bronze textured 
color-coated aluminum used to finish the edges of the tiled drawers.



For more information on Schluter® profiles including available accessories, finishes, and colors visit www.schluter.com

New!

Schluter®-DESIGNBASE-SL
Molding profiles
DESIGNBASE-SL is a new alternative to baseboards. Available in anodized and 
color-coated aluminum, it features a clean, polished look, and is simply attached 
to the wall with a suitable adhesive. An optional sealing lip accessory is available 
to protect the floor/wall transition from moisture penetration and to reduce the 
transmission of impact sound.

AE   Satin 
           anodized aluminum

AEEB   Anodized aluminum
 with brushed stainless 

steel appearance

MBW   Matte white 
                 color-coated aluminum

Schluter®-TRENDLINE
Textured color-coated aluminum profiles

The TRENDLINE series offers 7 new colors, available for JOLLY, 
RONDEC, and QUADEC profiles. The profiles are made of color-coated 
aluminum, and feature a textured finish, achieved with our proven 
powder coating procedure.
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Schluter Systems L.P. • 194 Pleasant Ridge Road, Plattsburgh, NY 12901-5841 • Tel.: 800-472-4588 • Fax: 800-477-9783 
Schluter Systems (Canada) Inc. • 21100, chemin Ste-Marie, Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue, QC  H9X 3Y8 • Tel.: 800-667-8746 • Fax: 877-667-2410 

www.schluter.com


